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  Currency Risk Management Report 
 

for the week ended March 23, 2012 

 

 NEWS 

1. The US$ weakened this week against most of its major trading partners. 

The highest fall was against the Swiss Franc by 1.6%, followed by 1.5% 

against the Japanese Yen. It declined by 1.4% each against the Euro and 

the Danish Kroner and by 0.9% against the British Pound. However, it 

strengthened by 0.7% against the Australian $ and the Canadian $, but 

remained stable against the Singapore $. 

2. New claims for unemployment insurance in the US fell to a seasonally-

adjusted 348,000 last week, the lowest level since March 2008. But a less 

volatile measure, the four-week moving average of claims, has remained at 

around the 355,000 level for the past four weeks. Purchases of new homes 

in the US unexpectedly fell in February for a second month. Sales dropped 

1.6%, the slowest pace since October. Existing-home purchases eased to a 

4.59 million annual rate last month from a 4.63 million pace in January, 

the National Association of Realtors reported. A separate report from the 

Conference Board showed that an index of forward-looking economic 

indicators posted its fifth increase in a row last month, rising 0.7% -- the 

fastest rate of improvement since March 2011.  

3. A gauge of euro-region manufacturing fell to 47.7 in March from 49 in 

February, Markit said. The area’s economy is probably in recession after a 

contraction of 0.3% in the fourth quarter, with factory output in Germany 

and France unexpectedly shrinking in March. Separately, Italian retail 

sales rose in January contrary to market expectations by 0.7% from 

December in seasonally-adjusted terms. 

4. Japan unexpectedly posted a trade surplus in February after four-straight 

months in deficit, the Ministry of Finance said. The balance of Japan's 

merchandise trade with the rest of the world stood at a ¥32.9 billion ($394 

million) surplus in February, however the surplus amount was 95% lower 
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than that of February last year (¥637 bn). Exports to the U.S. were a key 

factor behind the surplus, rising 12% from the same period last year. 

Exports to Europe and China continued to lag behind, with shipments to 

Europe down 10.7% and those to China off 13.9% from the same time last 

year. Imports grew by 9%, the 26th-consecutive monthly gain in imports. 

5. A preliminary purchasing managers’ index for China from HSBC 

Holdings Plc and Markit Economics dropped to 48.1 from 49.6 last month, 

with readings below 50 heralding a shrinking of the economy. The 

economy is expected to expand by 8.3% this year, the lowest since 2001. 

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in 

a wide range of Rs 50.06 – 51.26 per $, ending the week with a loss of 103 

paise for the rupee at Rs 51.22 per $. The forward premium levels have 

remained almost flat at 9.8%, 8.4%, 7.4%, and 6.2% p.a. as compared to 

9.6%, 8.5%, 7.5%, and 6.3% p.a. in the preceding week for 1, 3, 6 and 12 

month maturities respectively. 

VIEWS 

1. On the domestic interbank market, the dollar rapidly moved above Rs 51 

per $, well past our expectations for the current month. We believe that 

exporters are keeping the bulk of their dollar inflows in the EEFC (Export 

Earners’ Foreign Currency) accounts until the end of the year – although 

no interest is earned on such accounts, it insulates the exporter from the 

accounting losses that may be incurred on forward contracts taken against 

receivables in the next fiscal year on a “past performance” basis. Besides, it 

does not make sense to cancel the forward contract and incur early delivery 

charges since near-term forward premium levels are ruling at double-digit 

rates on a % p.a. basis – the losses on cancellation (which depend on the 

difference between the spot and forward rates ruling on the date of 

cancellation) would be more than the likely interest that the exporter could 

earn through pre-utilisation of the forward contract.  
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2. It is likely that the bear pressure on the rupee will continue during the last 

week of the current fiscal year, which ends on the coming Friday. Although 

we had earlier expected that the Reserve Bank of India would step in to 

prevent a sharp rupee fall towards the end of the year, so far there are no 

signs of any aggressive intervention by the central bank. No doubt, for 

corporate treasury managers, and even more so for the Finance Directors 

and CFOs, there is increasing anxiety about the year-end exchange rate. 

The level would decide the mark-to-market (MTM) forex losses on all 

outstanding foreign currency assets and liabilities as well as forward 

contracts. At present, accounting concerns would be far more important 

than risk management ones. 

3. However, once the year-end issues are out-of-the-way, one can expect the 

focus to shift back to risk management. It is highly likely that the EEFC 

accounts would get liquidated which would result in a supply of dollars, 

possibly as early as the first week of April. We therefore continue to advise 

treasury managers not to hedge the bulk of their dollar payables whether 

near or long term. Not only can we expect a recovery of the rupee, but we 

could also witness a moderation in the unreasonably high forward premium 

levels. Exporters are advised to sell dollars forward against debtors so that 

even if the rupee weakens further the losses on such contracts would be 

offset by gains on the debtors. (In any case, the forward premium should be 

amortized over the period of the contract, and in that case changes in 

forward premium levels will not result in any MTM gains / losses.) For the 

time being, forward contracts should not be taken on a past performance 

basis to avoid exchange losses at the end of the year in the event of further 

rupee fall. 

4. On the international foreign exchange markets, we are keeping our ranges 

for the non-$ currencies unchanged, as follows: 

JPY 77 – 85 per $,  

$ 1.25 – 1.37 per EUR, and  

$ 1.50 – 1.62 per GBP. 
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